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At present, there are two main science centres in the Soviet Union
studying the economy of Japan

the Institute of Oriental Studies and

the Institute of World Economy and International Relations (IWEIR )
of the U.S.S.R. Academy of Sciences. Both institutes have on their staff,
respectively, eleven and nine researchers involved in the study of the
Japanese economy. In addition, Japanese economic studies are conducted,
although on a more modest scale (one or two researchers), by members
of such research institutes

as the Moscow State University and the

Institute of Economic Studies in Khabarovsk.
There is no rigid division of labour in Japanese economic studies between the Institute of Oriental Studies and IWEIR. For this reason, the
researchers of these institutes sometimes deal with the same subjects
which leads to involuntary competition between them. However, this is
a very rare occurrence because the complexity, sophistication and high
dynamics of the Japanese economy provide a great variety of subjects
for Soviet researchers.
Economic research constitutes an elaborate area of Japanese studies
in the Soviet Union. Regular studies on the Japanese economy in the
Soviet Union began in the early 1950's. -In the 1970's and 1980's, for
example, about 40 books appeared in the Soviet Union dealing with
various topics related to the Japanese economy. In addition, a great
number of articles and essays on Japan and reviews. of books by Japanese
scholars have been published in Soviet periodicals.
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A special place in our literature on Japan belongs to the yearbook,
Japan, published in the Soviet Union since the beginning of the 1970's.
The yearbook has become a very popular edition in our country. There
are noted Soviet scholars of Japan and very young researchers on the
list of authors in the yearbook. The yearbook constitutes a collection
of articles thematically arranged in three areas

"Home and Foreign

Policy", "Economics, Science and Technology",

" Ideology, Sociology,

Culture". In addition, the yearbook includes statistics

and information

supplements. A number of articles by Japanese scholars have also been
published in the yearbook. In the 1988 issue, for example, there is an
article by a prominent Japanese economist and Director of the Institute
of National Economy of Japan, Prof. Takenaka Ichio.
I'd like to note that academic studies on the Japanese economy in
the Soviet Union have now acquired a considerable practical importance.
As is known, the Soviet Union is implementing its policy of perestroika,
which implies a sweeping change in various spheres of life in our society,
including economics, politics, culture, and ideology. We've made impressive
progress in culture, ideology, science and social relations. Regrettably,
however, there is virtually no progress in our economy.
Economic perestroika is primarily linked with a restructuring of our
economic mechanisms. In other words, it is linked with a transition
from an administrative to an economic form of management. In elaborating and implementing the concept of this transition we can borrow
a lot from foreign experience, including that of Japan, which constitutes
a combination of market relations and effective and vigorous economic
regulation by the state.
In his interview with Soviet daily newspaper, Pravda, which is a
voice of the Communist Party, a prominent US economist Vasily Leontiev
recommended that our scholars and managers study, specifically, the
Japanese economic model.
The departments of Japanese economics at the Institute of Oriental
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of
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I shall only list the main issues raised in the book:
1. Changes in material

production;

2. The processes of service industries

in the economy;

3. Progress in science and technology;
4. Changes in the labour market and in labour management;
5. Financial

(macro-economic)

6. Changes in the pattern

regulation

of the economy;

of public entrepreneurial

activity;

7. Changes in foreign economic relations.
Each researcher

of our department

usually

study and then discusses it in a book written

deals with a specific area of
on the results of his/her

rese-

arch. I'd like to mention a number of books published in the second half of
the 1980's: I.S. Tikhotskaya,
The Structural

Commodity Problem in Japan;

Change in Japanese Industry;

Y.D. Denisov, Main Trends of

the Scientific and Technological Progress in Japan;
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" Japan:

"Japanese

Resources in Japanese
Economics
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Economic

and Industrial

Problems

Infrast-

of the 1980's";

N.Y. Shevchenko, "The Anatomy of Japan-US Economic Relationships".
his book, Shevchenko raises the following question:
a phenomenon as

"Amerippon"

will emerge?

In

Is it possible that such

His answer to this question

is basically negative.
Since the early 1980's, a series of collected
and Technological

Progress

Union under the
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Denisov. The list of authors
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who
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The department

of Japanese economy in the Institute

of Oriental Studies

is now concerned with the following major areas of research:
1. National

economic regulation;

2. General problems of economic development;
3. Scientific and echnological progress in Japan;
4. Foreign economic relations
5. Management

of Japan;

of Japanese companies.

Within thes areas of research our scholars aer dealing with the following
subjects: mechanisms of economic development in Japan
the strategy

of development

of Japanese

corporations

tion system and tax reform in Japan (Tikhotskaya)
in Japan (Braghinsky)

; a new technological

(Denisov) ; Japan-USA-NIEs
ration

of Asia--the

structure

(S.N. Milgram)
(Lebeoeva)

;
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; the financial system
of Japanese economy

mechanism of economic co-ope-

(Shevchenko, Y.M. Cherevko).
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In addition,
entitled

we plan to begin the publication

of a series of pamphlets

"The Experience of Economic Development

shall include seven or eight pamphlets

relating

in Japan".

This series

the most important

aspects

of economic experience in Japan from the point of view of its applicability
for the Soviet Union. Hopefully,
our specialists

the series will provide practical

help to

and managers at various levels.

The department

of Japanese economy at IWEIR, in turn, usually prepares

collective studies, although it has published a number of books written

by

individual authors.
I'd like to mention two collective studies prepared by this department
the 1980's: Japan
Japan:
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V.K. Zaitsev, A System of National
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Capitalism"
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Accounts and National

Pro-
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study entitled Japan on the Threshold of the 21st Century. This book offers
a number of new approaches

to, and evaluations

Japan at the macro- and micro-economic

of, processes occurring in

levels.

In conclusion, I'd like to speak in brief about our plans for the future.

In

studying various aspects of the Japanese economy we've arrived at the conclusion that in order to understand

the mechanics of the economic success

of Japan, we have got to study not only its economics, but also its history,
culture, as well as the psychology of the Japanese. For this reason, we plan
to write a collective study entitled
hensive Study of Economic, Political,
tedly, this is a very challenging
project will be implemented

"The Japanese Phenomenon: a CompreCultural and Social Aspects". Admit-

and ambitious

task, but we hope that our

in the next two or three years.
(October
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